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Lesson Plan
In a 1988 radio address in which he discussed education, President Ronald Reagan said, “The education
our children deserve is the kind no American should be deprived of, for it’s the basic instruction in what it
means to be an American... Jefferson and the Founders believed a nation that governs itself, like ours, must
rely upon an informed and engaged electorate.”


Overview

I n this lesson, students will learn both to be informed and to be engaged as they learn about an issue that is
important to them, and communicate their thoughts on the issue to the President of the United States.


Objectives

Students will be able to (SWBAT):
•Understand the process for sharing their concerns with the President.
•Advocate for an issue of their choosing via correspondence to the White House.
•Analyze primary source documents.
•Utilize research skills to develop ideas around an issue that is important to them.
•Students will submit their ideas to the POTUS using one or more means of communication.


Skills

1. Analytical skills
2. Research skills
3. Composition skills
4. Expository and Persuasive Writing
5. Digital Literacy (Optional)
6. Developing civic literacy and advocacy skills

Classroom Procedures

I. Essential Question(s):How can I communicate with the executive branch?
II. Agenda
•EQ: see above
•Hook: Response to Video “White House Letters to the President”
•Primary Source Exploration: Andy Smith Correspondence with President Reagan.
•Exit Slip
III. Hook(10—15 minutes)
• Go to the White House’s YouTube Channel and show the “White House Letters to the President”
http://youtu.be/eG00mM8QEGk
• Background – The forty-fourth President Barack Obama was inaugurated in January 2009 with a vow to
have a transparent White House. The Obama Administration has made efforts to stay up to date with
the latest trends in technology and social media and the video above shows how communication from
the people ultimately reaches the desk of the president.
• After watching the video, ask students to write for five minutes in response to the video. They can
either write a free response or respond to “How do our concerns get shared with the President?” or
“Why might people write to the President?” Then students should share their writing with a partner.
After partner discussion, have a few students share out their responses.
IV. Primary Source Exploration (30-40 minutes)
•Explain that the President is a representative of the American people, but that in order for our opinions

and ideas to be heard by the President, we must communicate our thoughts and ideas using the proper
channels. The president is not likely to hear our concerns if we complain to our friends, but if we
have some ideas and share them directly with the president, our concerns are more likely to be heard.
Also, remind students to be positive and have a solution oriented approach to writing the president.
Complaining about a problem is not useful without a thoughtful solution.
For 4-5 Students
• Distribute copies of Andy Smith’s Letter to President Reagan and his response.
For K-3 Students
• Choose and distribute a grade level appropriate letter from the resources included at the end of this
lesson. There are a selection of letters from students ranging from Kindergarten to 3rd grade.
• Distribute Student Handout A (included). This is a document developed by the National Archives that
will help students analyze the primary source letters used in this lesson. Guides students through the
letter from the student and the response from President Reagan, then have them complete Student
Handout A with the student letter.
• Now that students have seen a model letter to the president, have students decide on an issue they’d
like to write about using Student Handout A1.
• Next, distribute Student Handouts B and C. Student Handout B is a graphic organizer designed to help
students organize their thoughts for the correspondence. Student Handout C is an example that shows
the format for the letter.
• Students should write a rough draft by hand regardless of the mode of contact they ultimately decide
to use. Research shows that writing by hand stimulates the brain’s creative powers in ways that aren’t
replicated when typing on a computer.
• Before having students write their own rough draft, model how you would write your letter to the
president. Don’t necessarily show them just the finished product, but narrate the decisions you make
while writing to help them understand the habits of an effective writer. After students have completed
a rough draft, have them work with a partner or small group to review the various parts of the letter.
• Distribute Student Handout D, which examines the many ways that students can share their message
with the president. Read through as a class and ask students to decide which method of communication
best fits with their message and their skills as a communicator.
• Have students visit http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact
• Show students the various options for corresponding with the White House:
• Facebook		
• Twitter		
• Flickr		
• MySpace
• YouTube		
• Vimeo		
• iTunes
• LinkedIn
V. Exit Slip (5 minutes)
•Students can turn in their rough draft of their letter as an exit slip. A quick review will give you an idea
of how well they understood the activity.
VI. Extension
• Have students think about other political and community figures to whom they might write a letter. For
example, the principal, the mayor, or the governor. Have them write another copy of their letter to the
appropriate local or state figure.
• Have students post their letters, videos, and photos to a class blog devoted to civic engagement. Share
this blog with parents and local government.

EXAMINING A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT

Student Handout

A

Directions: Today you will read a letter written by a student like you to the President of the
United States. As you read, answer the questions below to help you understand the different
parts of the letter.

1) How was the letter written? ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2) Write down the date of the letter: ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3) Who wrote the letter? _________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4) How old do you think the author of the letter is? ____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
5) To whom is the letter written? __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
6) Why did the student write this letter? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

LETTERS TO THE PRESIDENT
					

				

Student Handout

A1

Directions: Choose a topic from the list below and use the following sheet to help you write
your letter to the president.

Topics for Younger Students (K-2)
1) If I had one wish, it would be...
2) If I could change one thing about the world, it would be...
3) If I could do one thing to help others, I would...
4) If I were in charge of all the schools, I would make sure that all students learn about...
5) One problem I’d like to fix is... I would fix it by...
6) Choose your own topic.
Topics for Older Students
1) Economy: Suggestions for ways to create jobs.
2) Health Care: Suggestions for ways to ensure people get the health care they need.
3) Foreign Affairs: Suggestions for ways to solve disputes with other countries.
4) Civil Rights: Suggestions for ways to ensure that people of different ethnicities or
different genders are treated fairly.
5) Energy: Suggestions for ways to provide cheaper energy for cars, homes, etc...
6) Seniors: Suggestions for ways to make sure the elderly are adequately cared for.
7) Censorship: Suggestions about what sorts of movies, books, or video games are
appropriate for school age children.
8) Education: Suggestions about what sort of things students should learn about, how they
are tested, and how much say they should have about the subjects they study in school.
9) Homeland Security: Suggestions about ways to make sure the U.S. is safe from threats.
10) Environment: Suggestions about ways to handle the interaction of man and the
environment.
11) Other: Choose your own topic.

WRITING A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT
					

				

Student Handout

B

Directions: Did you know that anyone in our country can write a letter to the President of the
United States? Use the sheet below to help you write a letter to the President.

Letter to the President
My name is _________________________________________________________________
I am in ___________ grade at (school) ___________________________________________
I think the biggest problem in our _________________ is _____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
This is a problem because ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
I think the best way to fix this problem is by ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

FORMAT FOR LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT

1234 Civics Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
July 4, 2011
President of the United States
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr./Mrs. President:

Student Handout

C

Heading
Your address and the date you wrote the letter

Address
Name and address of person to whom you are writing
A formal greeting

Salutation

In the introductory paragraph, you want to be sure to introduce yourself and explain the reason you are writing
in the first place. Be sure to include your name, your grade, and your school when you introduce yourself. You
might also want to include an interesting fact or two that relates to your letter. For example, if you a part of
student government, or if you are involved with a service organization, you can include that information here.
When you introduce your reason for writing, you should state your reason as clearly and simply as you can.
There will be plenty of room to explain yourself in the next paragraph.
In this paragraph you will provide more information about your issue. You should try to give at least two specific
reasons that explain why this issue is a concern to you. You should talk about how this issue affects you or those
around you. Use the most compelling examples to help convince your reader of the importance of this issue.
In your final paragraph, you should suggest a solution to your concern. Nothing positive comes from
complaining about an issue without any ideas about ways to solve the problem. In this section of your letter, you
will present an idea for how to address your concern. Be sure to think carefully about this, and to write about it
as clearly as you can.
Body
The text of your letter
Sincerely,
Closing and Signature
Concerned Student
A polite final closing and your name

HOW DO I CONNECT WITH THE PRESIDENT?

Student Handout

D

Directions: In the 21st Century, there are more ways than ever before to communicate with elected officials.
The proliferation of the internet and social media means that you can share your ideas with the president
through writing, e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, just to name a few. In fact, if you visit the contact
page on the White House website, there are more than 10 different ways to connect with the president. Visit
http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact and discuss with your teacher the best way for you to share your message
to the president. Then check the appropriate box and read the reminders for your chosen method.
Method 1:Writing
Options
1) Letter
2) E-mail

This is for me. I’m going to write
the president:

If you are a strong writer, and can clearly convey your ideas using words, you should write to the president. Once
you have written your letter, you can either put it in an envelope and mail it to the president. You can also use
your computer to e-mail your letter to the president. If you choose to write, remember to:
• Proof read and revise your writing before sending.
• Make sure the quality of your writing and your thoughts are worthy of the president.
Method 2: Video
Options
1) YouTube
2) Vimeo

This is for me. I’m going to make a
video for the president:

If you are a strong speaker, have a flair for the dramatic, and have access to a video camera, you should create
a video for the president. Once you have written a script, you can work with a team to film, edit, and add any
titles or soundtrack you need to enhance your video. You can use your computer to upload your message to the
president. If you choose to make a video, remember to:
• Carefully edit your video to ensure it is of the best possible quality.
• Practice what you will say and the way you will say it before turning on the camera.
Method 3: Other
Options
1) Facebook or MySpace
2) Twitter
3) Flickr or other photo sharing site

This is for me. I’m going to send my
message to the president through
Facebook, Twitter, or Flickr:

If you enjoy sharing images, ideas, and links through sites like Facebook, Twitter, or Flickr, you should consider
using social media to share your message with the president. Depending on your chosen medium, you can
comment, send a brief message, or share a photo related to your issue. If you choose social media, remember:
• Whenever you post something online, anyone in the world can see it. Be sure it accurately represents
both you and your ideas in a positive way.

Letters to the President
Letters for use in K-3 classrooms

Letters to the President
Letters for use in 4-5 classrooms

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT,
I HAVE AN IDEA TO HELP COUNTRIES AVOID WAR. WHEN TWO COUNTRIES ARE HAVING A WAR
THEY CAN PLAY BASKETBALL. THE WINNER GETS TO MAKES THE DECISION ABOUT THE THING
THEY ARE ARGUING ABOUT.
I THINK THAT YOU ARE DOING A GOOD JOB.
I LIKE HORSES AND JELLYBEANS LIKE YOU DO.
YOUR FRIEND,
LONNIE GEORGE

